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Radical science is the horrific response to a breakdown
between the avant-garde and the economic establishment during
the eve of the Brexit -- the fall of the European nation-state. A
vehement criminal act instigated by one of the most frightening
crime rings in world history. Where as Theresa May suspects
that the United Kingdom should assert its independence from
the European common market, the European state foresees the
rising threat of ultra-nationalist hostility. Ultra-nationalism that
morph into a neo-Fascist alliance.

An alliance that has radicalized the political establishment
and impose ultra-nationalism as its core national policy. Even
then -- with the Canadian and the American agreement for a
modification to the NAFTA trade deal (proposed by the U.S.
President Donald Trump and the Canadian Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau), only encourages greater isolationism and nationalist
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sentimentality -- in the formulation of stipulations and penalties
design to discourage global trade and to increase independent
economic productivity.

While curtailing immigration policy in the U.S. (which not
only helps migrants but also it’s largely service base economy)
and deregulating key market forces -- that keeps supply and/or
demand stable by way of banking regulation. That said, an
anticipatory shock in the global economy (beginning with the
Asian American trade dispute) has shown that social democracy
has reach its permanent demise. Instigated by almost 12 years
of irresponsible and atypical economic decision-making (a
consequentiality of the 2007-2012 economic depression which
spark the emergence of political radicalism).
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But the British governments insistence to breakup from the
European nation-state -- is nonetheless, a wishful desire to
impose the Commonwealth of Nations as the dominant
economic union. A union of nations that surrounds the United
States.

A growing union seeking to establish strong ties to the
British state but in which the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) is only a few steps away. And while the British
monarchy continues to promote the British state, racial
supremacy only ensues and a crime of passion becomes a fatal
decision to invigorate a global monarchical institution in the
form of a powerful dynasty class.
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That alone, means that Queen Elizabeth II continues to
encourage British neo-Fascism and to provoke the New Left.
Assuming that provocation and incitement will propel the
solidification of British nationalism. Yet blinded by the factual
nature that the European aristocracy could potentially retaliate
against the British state to protect what’s left of the permanently
declining European nation-state.

The queen’s wishful dream is the signification of a
vehement British prime minister that knows no proper bounds
with the European state. And in which scientific radicalism has
shown itself to be a deadly force that has cause the political and
the scientific establishment, in the U.S. and the U.K., to become
ineffective. Ineffective in its unwillingness to neutralize the
radicalization of the sciences -- but also in its toleration of
scientific radicalism.
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The United States has undergone a breakdown in the union
of states. And in which the corporate governorship has been
solidified (due to a power-struggle between varying competing
interests). Resulting in economic policies that favor the
wealthier class -- transferring massive wealth, power and
privilege to a corporate authority.

Where the constitutional order has since then collapse (a
violent breakdown of the centrist-government). And also where
American political radicalism has become the center-stage in the
U.S. media and tabloids.

The U.S. Congressional elections is only then the
foreshadowing of a scientific dictatorship. Whereby a debating
body is nonetheless indicative of a failed policy era of cultpolicy making.
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A debating body that has become a permanent fixture of a
broken U.S. constitutional order in which the dominant
corporate governorship dictates terms to the free market. Yet
the outcry of social activists that are suspicious of the
Commonwealth Charter -- it’s dire emphases for large
concentrations of wealth to a privilege few and the promotion of
privilege (in the manner of needless honorship).

Sidestepping the democratic principles of parliamentary
democracy stipulated by the Magna Carta.

The radicalization of the sciences -- in its most delirious
formulation, has meant that the sciences has falling down an
incline plane into both radicalism and fantasy (in which the
sciences have lost contact with the reality of the natural and/or
social sciences -- the impartiality of the experimental process).
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An indication that fame and/or fortune is falsely seen as the
driving force of the sciences. But in which war-crime becomes
the end consequentiality of such fame and/or fortune.

Where unreason is a deadly guide -- that signifies a
frightening Virgil of European and American malevolence.
Manifesting as atypical decision-making (of a modernist
dystopian reality that will last for at least half a century).
Understood as a vehement passionate act of both political
extremism and the perplexity of scientific radicalization.

And yet a belligerent crime of extreme delirium.
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